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THE MAGICAL MOROCCO TOUR - 10 DAYS 7 NIGHTS
- SAUDI ARABIAN AIRLINES TOUR HIGHLIGHTS


Romantic sunset view camel ride into the Sahara Desert and spend a night in a Luxury
Camp with private bathroom. Enjoy the night with Berber’s BBQ dinner and campfire
Berber’s drum performance.



3 Imperial Cities of Unesco World Heritage Site for Marrakech, Fes & Rabat. While
travelling in these ancient cities, you experience the feel of transported back in time.



Visit and enjoy the magnificent view of Hassan 11 mosque, which is the Top 10 most
beautiful mosque in the world and with the highest minaret in the world.



Unesco World Heritage Imperial city of Fes, which is also the world largest pedestrian
walking city in the world. There are more than 9000 alleys and walk path in this entire
city.



Unesco World Heritage Site of Ait Ben Haddou and village built on hills which is
surrounded by protecting walls and 4 corner towers. Extremely well preserved and it’s
one of the few heritages which still allows visitors to walk inside!



The amazing Todra Gorge, the rocky gigantic mountain which is eroded and slice into
halve by the Todra river and the blowing of the wind.



The hypnotic golden hue of the Sahara Desert with peaceful surrounding of dunes and
horizon of the sky.



Mini Swizerland of Morocco, Infrane. This highland is famous for its ski resort and cool
temperature throughout the year. Snowing during winter and famous for its stone lion
scupture.



Charming blue city of Chefchaouen which built under the Rif rocky mountain. The city is
painted with various shades of blue and white, famous for its goat cheese, native
handcrafted not available anywhere else in Morocco.



Delicious Moroccan traditional cuisine such as tangine, cous-cous, kefta, pastilla, turkey
kebab and mint tea!
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DAY TO DAY INTINERARY
Date

Itinerary

Meals

Day 1

Meet for departure at Kuala Lumpur International
Airport 1 for flight to Casablanca.

On board

Day 2

Transit at Jeddah en-route to Casablanca

On board

Day 2

Casablanca – Rabat (95Km, 1 Hrs) – Chefchaouen
(328 Km, 4 Hrs)
Meet and greet at Mohammed V Aeroport,
Casablanca.
We will proceed to visit the Unesco World Heritage

Local lunch
Hotel dinner

Hotels

Local
traditional
tribal
house –
Casa
Ansaar or
similar
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Imperial city of Rabat, which is the administrative
centre for Morocco. We will visit Oudaias Kasbah (30
min) Hasan Tower & Mausoleum of Mohammed V.
Enjoy a delicious Moroccan lunch and we will
continue our journey to Chefchaouen and overnight
in Chefchaouen.
Remark :There are only 2 standardized hotel in Chefchaouen.
Our accommodation is local traditional residences
non-standardized, non-star rated of different houses.
The same group might be house in different houses.
Certain times, groups will be separated to be house
in different tribal accommodation.
Day 3

Chefchaouen – Fes (202 Km, 4 hrs)
After breakfast (8:30 am) we will go out to explore
this tiny city rested under the Rif mountain. It cool
beauty of all hue blue and white calm our soul as we
walk and climb on the cobble narrow alley. Founded
in 1471, it is representative of rich culture of the
Berber’s tribe people, Muslim and Jews. The Berber’s
tribe people can be seen wearing cotton clothing
with hat of bright decorated thread. We will reach
the centre of the town to Plaza Uta el-Hammam. Goat
cheese is very famous here too. We will have a
tradition local lunch before we depart from
Chefchaouen.

Local breakfast
Local lunch
Hotel dinner

Hotel
Escale or
similar

Hotel breakfast
Local lunch
Hotel dinner

Hotel
Escale or
similar

Our journey continue to Unesco World Heritage
Imperial City of Fes.
Overnight in Fes
Day 4

Fes Day Tour
Fes is the largest pedestrian city in the world. Built in
the 9th century it bring each visitor the sense of going
back in time. With it olden architecture, narrow
donkey pathway, horse and cart, you witness a piece
of history suspended in time.
After breakfast (8:00) we proceed to visit The Royal
Palace (15 mins, photo stop) which is the Palace for
the current King. We then drive to have an in-depth
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view and knowledge of the ancient craft of
the“zellige”. In this village, you will be able to
observed the intricate works of these handmade tiles
that adorn all those beautiful Moroccan houses from
the by gone years until today. For those who can
afford it, the Moroccan will have nothing but
beautiful zellige crafted tiles decorating their houses.
(30 min)
We will proceed to the walking tour of the medina.
(about 2 hours). Here we will visit the :1. Qaraouiyine University, the oldest university in the
world, founded by woman and still operating until
today. Entered and observed the beautiful ornate,
mosiac, authentic Moroccan architect. to the
2. Najjarine Museum of Woodcraft,
3. Tannery - the famous ancient dyeing of leather in
the Tannery
4. “Bab Beljoud” or the Blue Gate,
5. Medersa Bou Inania.
6. Fes El Bali – the oldest part of the medina,
7. The Mellah – The Jewish Quarters.
Delicious Moroccan lunch will await us.
We continue our journey to visit Borj Nord, which is
built by Sultan Ahmed Al Mansour in the late 16th
century to monitor the disloyalty of the Fessian.
Siting at the best position, it observed the entire Fes
city. Today it is still the best look-out point for local
and tourist alike.
We took a hike to Merenid Tomb, The Merenid
Dynasty conquered Fes in 1250 and who was buried
in this site was very much unknown.
Overnight at Fes.
Important ;1. The ancient city of Fes is composed of the ancient
Arab handicraft workshop that has been handed
down from generation to generation. It is very easy
to get lost in this narrow and winding alleys. It is
important to follow the guide instruction and no one
is allow to roam on their own. Please do not try to
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make any purchases in any of the artisan shop as this
will affect the smooth operation of the tour. The
workshop in the ancient city of Fes is not part of the
shopping mall organised by the travel operator.
2. The tannery is located in the ancient city.
Entrance to view this sight is via a 3 storey building.
On the second floor, it is a workshop for the leather
making industry.
Day 5

Fes – Infrane (64 Km, 1 hrs) – Midelt (135 Km, 2 hrs
30 min) – Mezouga (263 Km, 4 hrs 15 min).

Hotel breakfast
Local lunch
Berber’s dinner

Private
Luxury
camp

After an early breakfast (8:00 am), we will depart for
famous ski resort of Morocco. Travelling through the
highland and valley, guests are presented with
nature beauty of great valley open up to oasis view
along the way. Infrane is famous for it stone lion
sculpture (30 min) and of course the modern
European highland housing. This will be a toilet stop
too. We will have lunch at Midelt.
Our journey to Merzouga the entrance gateway to
the Sahara Desert change the high rocky mountain to
the plain vast golden sand of dunes. You will know
when you arrive when road become straight and
narrow, road sign change from speed limit to camel
sign. Upon arrival to the entrance gate, we will be
guide and brief on camel riding which will be led by a
Berber’s camel man to experience the great Sahara
sunset. Our desert camel ride will take us about 45
min before we reach our camp. Upon reaching our
camp, relax and freshen up before a traditional
dinner is served. Berber’s hypnotic drum
performance will entertain you too. Enjoy the
magical feel of overnight in the great mysterious
Sahara desert.
Let time pass slowly tonight and you feel transported
to some special storybook fantasy. Let be here for the
desert experience, a chance to pretend we were the
nomads.
Overnight in the Sahara Desert.
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Day 6

Merzouga – Todra Gorge (200 Km, 3 Hrs) – Rose
Valley (80 Km, 1 hrs 30 min) – Quarzazate (95 Km, 1
Hrs 30 Min)
Waking up and perched on top of the dunes, watched
as gilded rays slowly swelled and then spilled over
the horizon. The beauty of great Sahara sunrise. Now
quickly go for the tradition Moroccan mint tea
tradition breakfast.

Berber’s
Breakfast
Local Lunch
Hotel dinner

Hotel
Farah Al
Janoub or
similar

Hotel breakfast
Local lunch
Hotel dinner

Hotel Palm
Menara or
similar

8:30 am, all guests will have to be ready to be ferried
by 4X4 transfer to the coach.
Our drive will reach Todra Gorge, the majestic rocky
mountain that has been halve by the flowing Todra
river. We will walk along the river and feel the
amazing height the the gorge. (30 mins). We will stop
for lunch.
As we travel to Ouarzazate, we will passed by the
beautiful Rose valley. Of course, only during the
summer you will be able to smell the aroma of the
roses perpetuate the whole valley. According to
report by “Research Gate” Morocco rank 3 rd in the
world production of rose oil. We will visit their
showroom as well as a toilet stop.
Overnight at Ouarzazate.
Day 7

Ouarzazate – Kasbah Ait Ben Haddou (30 Km, 30
Min) – Marrakech (196 Km, 4 Hrs).
After a hearty breakfast (8:30 am) we will drive to
Kasbah Ait ben Haddou. We take a walk up the
Unesco World Heritage Site of Kasbah Ait Haddou.
(45 min) This is a small town built on the hill slope
with protecting wall made from mud brick together
with 4 pointed tip corner towers. This is very well
preserved site representing the communities of preSaharan habitat. Inside there are a mosque, a public
square, grain station, a loft on top of the village , 2
cemeteries and the sanctuary for Saint Sidi Ali. At the
location too is an important trade route and a village
of such grandeur represent the wealth of the
resident and also the vibrancy of the location.
We continue to visit the world largest film
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production studio, Atlas Film Studio. Many
blockbuster such as “Lawrence of Arabia”, “Kundun”,
“Gladiator” “Cleopetra” and etc are done here.
Along this whole route a total of 166 KM, it is well
known as “The Route of The Thousand Kasbah.” Stay
alert of this beautiful scenery as we move our coach
along exotic route.
Argan oil used by the local Amazigh people famous
for its heaving properties. 30 Kilograms of nuts is
required to produce 1 kilogram of oil. We will visit
the Women’s Co-Operative and have a first-hand
view of how the Argan Oil is being produce mainly by
hand. (45 min)
We continue our journey to Marrakech and
overnight in Marrakech.
Day 8

Marrakech – Casablanca (241 Km, 3 Hrs 15 min)
After breakfast (8:00 am), we will visit the Unesco
World Heritage Imperial city site of the medina to
tour Bahia Palace (40 mins). This palace is built in
the 19th century for the grandest palace of the time,
beautiful garden, fountain, and atriums. All the
rooms for the wife and concubine is decorated
according to the rank and favourite of the King. After
which we will continue to visit Koutoubia Mosque
(10 min, photo stop). It was built in 1184-1199 by
Berber Almohad Caliph Yaqub Al-Mansur. Enjoy the
famous chaotic Jemaa El Fna square and souk.

Hotel breakfast
Local lunch
Hotel dinner

Hotel Oum
Palace or
similar

Lunch at the medina before driving to the financial
and economic centre of Casablanca.
Exterior appreciation of Hassan 11 mosque, which is
having the highest minaret in the world. The roof of
the mosque can be open and close and all 25
automatic doors are made with Titanium alloy so
that it cannot be erodes by the seawater. The marble
floor inside is heated all year round. One of the
modern mosque in the world.
Visit Place de Nation Unies, which in the beginning of
the 20th century, this square is a big market place full
with story tellers and snake charmers. But today is a
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vibrant city centre with busy tram crossing and the
hub of everything.
Overnight at Casablanca
Day 9

Transfer to Mohammed V Aeroport for flight home.

Hotel breakfast

Day 10

Welcome home.

Meal on board

Package Inclusive

Package Excluding

Flight ticket.

Difference transfer location.

Breakfast, lunch & dinner as per itinerary

Travel insurance

Local 4 star hotel with double sharing, Sahara Tipping for porter service, toilet stop and etc.
Desert Luxury camp and traditional local
accommodation in Chefchaouen.
Toilet stop – Dirham 2 per pax
Entrance Ticket as per itinerary.

Personal expenses due to delay, traffic, strike
and natural disaster.

Full tour bus service.

Single room supplementary.

National registered English speaking guide

Sightseeing, programs and activities outside
the itinerary.

Camel ride

Laundry, telephone, medical bill, beverages
outside of what is provided and etc.

2 bottle of Mineral water per pax per day (s)
Tipping for guide & driver
Available Departure Dates

1

Date

Early Bird

Promo

Normal

Ground

Single
Supplement

17/12/19
26/12/19

RM7880

RM8880

RM9380

€1267
≈RM5880

€249
≈RM1,155
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2

26/01/20
–
4/02/20

RM8,880

RM9880

RM10880

€1267
≈RM5880

€249
≈RM1,155

3

12/03/20
21/03/20

RM7880

RM8880

RM9380

€1267
≈RM5880

€249
≈RM1,155

**** Booking deposit:- (1) Full Tour: RM3000 per pax (2) Ground Package: 30% per pax
Terms & Conditions :(1) Deposit made are non-refundable or transferable.
(2) Full payment shall be paid 30 days before departure.
(3) The Operator reserved the right to alter the travel services which will not affect the standard of
services including the accommodation.
(4) The Operator reserved the right to alter the travel itinerary in the event the occurrences of
unforeseen circumstances.
(5) The Operator reserved the right to off-load any unruly passenger.
Our cancellation policy :(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

30-16 days before arrival 60% loss of the total price.
15-8 days before arrival 70% of the total price.
7-3 days before arrival 80% of the total prices.
Less than 3 days before arrival date is 100% of the total price.

Please make payment to :Name
: Foster Planet Travel & Tour Sdn. Bhd.
Bank
: Maybank Berhad
Account No : 568621011876
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MOROCCO2U BOOKING TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. THE BOOKING CONTRACT
Your booking is confirmed, and a contract exists when Morocco2u or your travel agent issues a written
confirmation after receipt of the applicable deposit amount. Please check your confirmation carefully and
report any incorrect or incomplete information to Morocco2u or authorized agent immediately. Please
ensure that names are exactly as stated in the relevant passport.
You must be at least 18 years of age to make a booking. You agree to provide full, complete and accurate
information to Morocco2u.
2. BOOKING ON BEHALF OF OTHERS
By booking on behalf of other participants, you are deemed to be the designated contact person for every
participant included on that booking. This means that you are responsible for making all payments due in
connection with your Tour booking, notifying Morocco2u or your travel agent if any changes or
cancellations are required and keeping your party informed.
By booking on behalf of another person or persons, you represent and warrant that you have obtained all
required consents. You are responsible for verifying that any information you provide on behalf of another
participant is complete and accurate and Morocco2u will under no circumstances be liable for any errors or
omissions in the information provided to complete a booking.
3. DEPOSITS & FINAL PAYMENT
Upon booking a tour with Morocco2u, a 30% deposit is required to secure the tour and begin the necessary
booking processes and ground preparations. An invoice will be sent to the client together with the payment
instructions.
Final balance payment of the tour booked is required no later than 30 days before the tour starts. Bookings
made within 30 days of the tour start date should be paid in full.
All payments made to Morocco2u should be free of bank charges and credit card transaction surcharges.
Morocco2u is not responsible for any charges levied or charged by third parties and/or financial institutions
and payable by the client as a result of credit card or other payment transactions in connection with the
purchase of a tour and will not refund or return any fees charged by such third parties in connection with
payments made by clients to Morocco2u.
4. TRAVEL INSURANCE
Morocco2u does not provide travel insurance therefore the client must obtain travel insurance from their
home country with the minimum recommended medical, evacuation, and repatriation coverage covering
all applicable dates of any travel with Morocco2u and this insurance must cover personal injury and
emergency medical expenses. It is strongly recommended that clients also extend their coverage to include
cancellation and all other expenses that might arise as a result of loss, damage, injury, delay or
inconvenience occurring to the client. The cost of the tour does not include any insurance coverage for the
client, and that the client is required to obtain separate coverage at an additional cost to the tour price.
When obtaining travel insurance the client must ensure the insurer is aware of the type of travel to be
undertaken so that the insurer may properly cover travel on the applicable tour.
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5. MEDICAL CONDITIONS
All clients are obligated to truthfully provide relevant medical information to Morocco2u upon booking
their tour. Clients are responsible for assessing their own suitability and capability to participate a tour with
us. The tour involves visiting less developed regions of Morocco, where medical facilities may not meet the
standards of those found in a client’s home country. The condition of medical facilities in these areas varies
and Morocco2u makes no representations and gives no warranties in relation to the standard of such
facilities or medical treatment in those regions.
6. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
Any special requirements must be disclosed to Morocco2u at the time of booking. Morocco2u will use
reasonable efforts to accommodate special requirements or requests but this is not always possible.
Certain activities may be inaccessible to you if your mobility is limited in any way. All food allergies and
dietary restrictions must be disclosed to Morocco2u at the time of booking but the Morocco2u cannot
guarantee that dietary needs or restrictions can be accommodated. Any special requests or requirements
do not form part of these Terms or the contract between you and the Morocco2u and the Morocco2u is
not liable for any failure to accommodate or fulfil such requests.
7. AGE REQUIREMENTS
Anyone under the age of 18 on the date of first travel is considered to be a minor. Minors must always be
accompanied by an adult. One adult may accompany up to two minors. Unless otherwise indicated in the
Tour description or by Morocco2u, the minimum age for minors travelling on any Tour is 12 years old.
All bookings with a minor or children below the age of minor must obtained the consent of a parent,
guardian or any other person is required by applicable law for any minor to travel, the accompanying adult
is responsible for securing all consents, documentation and ensuring that they and the minor(s) meet all
legal requirements to travel, to enter into and depart from applicable countries and regions. Morocco2u
will not be responsible for any fees, damages, or losses incurred as a result of any failure to secure
necessary consents, permits, and approvals.
Each adult on a booking with a minor or minor(s) or below the age of minor is jointly and severally
responsible for the behavior, wellbeing, supervision and monitoring of such minor(s), and jointly and
severally accepts these Terms for and on behalf of any minor(s) on their booking, including all assumptions
of risk and limitations of liability. Morocco2u does not provide care services for minors and expressly
disclaims any responsibility for chaperoning or controlling any minor(s).
8. VALIDITY
All dates, itineraries and prices of Tours are subject to change at any time and the current price will be
quoted and confirmed at the time of booking, subject to any surcharges that may be levied in accordance
these Terms.
You acknowledge that you are responsible for keeping up to date on the specific details of your Tour and
any other products or services, including, but not limited to checking the Morocco2u’s website at least 72
hours prior to departure as minor changes may have been made after the time of booking.
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9. DETAILS REQUIRED FOR BOOKING
For booking, you are required to provide a copy of valid passport, address, email address and telephone
number. If you fail to provide all required information 7 working days upon payment of booking, an
administrative fee will be charged for any costs incurred by Morocco2u as a result of your failure to provide
the required information. If you fail to supply information required by Morocco2u for air tickets, permits, or
other inclusions, you will also be liable for any costs, fees or losses including failure to obtain or provide
that inclusion. In the event that you fail to supply information required, Morocco2u also reserves the right
to treat your booking (or the relevant component of your booking) as cancelled and levy any cancellation
fees deemed reasonable by Morocco2u, in its sole discretion. The information required by Morocco2u will
vary by Tour and will be communicated to you or to Morocco2u’s authorized agent during the booking
process. Morocco2u will not be held responsible for any fees you incur as a result of errors, omissions,
inaccuracies, late, misplaced or otherwise incomplete information you have provided.
10. AIRFARE
Tour prices do not include international or other airfare unless expressly mentioned in the Tour’s
descriptions. Morocco2u will quote the best price available for the travel dates requested at the time the
quote is prepared. Quotes provide an estimate only and are not a firm price commitment by Morocco2u or
the applicable air carrier(s).
Morocco2u acts only as a sales agent for the applicable air carrier and the air carrier terms and conditions
apply to the purchase and use of the air travel ticket. Please consult the air carrier’s applicable terms and
conditions and conditions of carriage for complete information including applicable cancellation terms.
Morocco2u is not responsible for changes in air itineraries or flight times and does not provide advice or
alerts regarding air travel tickets, flight status or delays.
11. CANCELLATION POLICY
You may cancel your booking by notifying Morocco2u. Cancellation fees, if any, will be determined with
reference to the date on which notice of cancellation is received by Morocco2u and are expressed as a
percentage of the total price paid for the cancelled Tour, product or service (excluding any insurance
products).
Cancellation of a Tour:
(a) 30-16 days before the start of the tour 60% loss of the total price.
(b) 15-8 days before the start of the tour 70% of the total price.
(c) 7-3 days before the start of the tour 80% of the total prices.
(d) Less than 3 days before the start of the tour is 100% of the total price.
12. GUARANTEED DEPARTURES & CANCELLATION OF A TOUR BY THE TOUR OPERATOR
Morocco2u guarantees that all scheduled Tour departures booked and secured with a valid deposit will
depart as indicated on the applicable confirmation, subject to reasonably itinerary changes as described in
these Terms or good faith health and safety concerns. This guarantee is not applicable in the case of Force
Majeure. Up to date Tour and itinerary information is available on Morocco2u website or by contacting
Morocco2u. Brochures and other printed materials displaying Tour information and departure dates are
subject to change may not be relied upon for purposes of this guarantee.
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If a Tour is cancelled by Morocco2u before the date of departure for reasons other than Force Majeure and
the cancellation is not caused by your fault or negligence, you will have the choice of accepting from the
Morocco2u:
(a) a substitute Tour of equivalent or superior value; or
(b) a substitute Tour of lesser value if no Tour of equivalent or superior value is reasonably available and to
recover from Morocco2u the difference in price between the price of the Tour originally purchased and the
substitute Tour; or
(c) a full refund of all monies paid for the cancelled Tour.
Morocco2u is not responsible for any incidental expenses or consequential losses that you incur as a result
of the cancelled booking including visas, vaccinations, non-refundable flights or rail, non-refundable car
parking or other fees, loss of earnings, or loss of enjoyment, Morocco2u reserves the right to issue a full
refund in lieu of the choices above, in its sole discretion. Where a significant element of a Tour as described
cannot be provided after departure, Morocco2u will make suitable alternative arrangements where
possible. If it is not possible to provide a suitable alternative or if you reasonably reject any suitable
alternatives, Morocco2u may provide you with a refund for unused products or services as determined in
its discretion.
13. CHANGES
Changes made by Morocco2u: Morocco2u may modify your itinerary where reasonably required in its sole
discretion. Once a Tour has departed, itinerary changes may be necessary as a result of unforeseen
circumstances, operational concerns, or concerns for your health, safety, enjoyment or comfort. Any
changes are at the discretion of Morocco2u. You acknowledge that you must have reasonable financial
resources to cover incidental expenses during all travel with Moroco2u, whether or not such expenses arise
from a change of itinerary, and the Morocco2u is not liable for your failure to prepare adequately for travel
and unforeseen circumstances which may arise during travel. Morocco2u will not be liable for any indirect
and or consequential losses associated with any changes to a booking or itinerary.
Changes made by you: You are responsible for ensuring that information provided to Morocco2u is
accurate and up-to-date. Any changes to your name on any booking are subject to Morocco2u’s approval.
Any changes to a booking depend on availability and are subject to Morocco2u’s approval and these Terms.
Any extra costs incurred for making the change will be charged to you along with an administrative fee.
Cancellation of any Tour, product or service included in a booking will not be considered a change for
purposes of this section and will be governed by the applicable cancellation terms. No changes are
permitted to any booking within 30 days of departure of the first product or service on the applicable
booking.
In the event that you join the tour after the departure date, or leaves before the completion thereof for
any reason whatsoever, you shall not be entitled to any refunds or rebates whatsoever from Morocco2u.
14. ACCEPTANCE OF RISK
You acknowledge that tours offered by the Morocco2u may involve a significant amount of risk to your
health and safety. By traveling with the Morocco2u you acknowledge that you have considered any
potential risks to health and safety. You hereby assume responsibility for all such risk and releases the
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Morocco2u from all claims and causes of action arising from any losses, damages or injuries or death
resulting from risks inherent in travel, including adventure travel specifically, visiting foreign destinations,
and participating in adventurous activities such as those included in Tour itineraries or otherwise offered by
Morocco2u.
You acknowledge that the degree and nature of personal risk involved depends on the products or services
booked and the location(s) in which a product or service operates, and that there may be a significant
degree of personal risk involved in participating camel ride, 4x4 ride, etc. Standards of hygiene,
accommodation and transport in certain countries where Tours take place are often lower than the
standards you may reasonably expect in your home country or region. You agree that the Morocco2u is not
responsible for providing information or guidance with respect to local customs, weather conditions,
specific safety concerns, physical challenges or laws in effect in any locations where a Tour, product or
service is operated. You acknowledge you have considered the potential risks, dangers and challenges and
your own personal capabilities and needs, and you expressly assume the risks associated with travel under
such conditions.
You must at all times strictly comply with all applicable laws and regulations of all countries and regions.
Should you fail to comply with the above or commit any illegal act when on Tour or, if in the opinion of
Morocco2u (acting reasonably), your behavior is causing or is likely to cause danger, distress or material
annoyance to others, Morocco2u may terminate your travel arrangements on any product or service
immediately at your expense and without any liability on Morocco2u’s part. You will not be entitled to any
refund for unused or missed services or costs incurred as a result of termination of your travel
arrangements, including, without limitation, return travel, accommodations, meals, and incidentals.
You are responsible for any costs (including repair, replacement and cleaning fees) incurred by Morocco2u
or Morocco2u’s suppliers for property damage, destruction or theft caused by you while on a Tour. You
agree to immediately report any pre-existing damage to a representative of Morocco2u and staff of the
accommodation, transportation service, or facility as soon as possible upon discovery.
You agree to take all prudent measures in relation to your own safety while on Tour including, but not
limited to, the proper use of safety devices and obeying all posted signs and oral or written warnings
regarding health and safety. Neither Morocco2u nor its Third Party Suppliers are liable for loss or damages
caused by your failure to comply with safety instructions or warnings.
15. COMPLAINTS
You agree to bring any complaints to Morocco2u immediately any issue arises in order to provide
Morocco2u with the opportunity to properly address such complaint. You agree to inform your tour leader,
or other designated representative of Morocco2u directly and immediately. Morocco2u assumes no liability
for complaints that are not properly and immediately brought to the attention of Morocco2u to have
sufficient notice for Morocco2u to resolve or attempt to resolve any client complaints. Any complaint made
after the completion of a Tour will not be entertained.
16. TRAVEL DOCUMENTS
It is your responsibility to obtain information and to have in your possession all the required
documentation and identification required for entry, departure and travel to each country or region. This
includes a valid passport and all travel documents required by the relevant governmental authorities
including all visas, permits and certificates (including but not limited to vaccination or medical certificates)
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and insurance policies. You must have a passport that is valid 12 months after the last date of travel with
Morocco2u as set out on your itinerary. You accept full responsibility for obtaining all such documents,
visas and permits prior to the start of the Tour, and you are solely responsible for the full amount of costs
incurred as a result of missing or defective documentation. You agree that you are responsible for the full
amount of any loss or expense incurred by Morocco2u that is a direct result of your failure to secure or be
in possession of proper travel documentation. Morocco2u does not provide advice on travel documents
and makes no representations or warrantees as to the accuracy or completeness of any information
provided on visas, vaccinations, climate, clothing, baggage, or special equipment and you agree that
Morocco2u is not responsible for any errors or omissions in this information.
17. THE TOUR OPERATOR IS NOT LIABLE FOR THIRD PARTY SUPPLIERS
Morocco2u makes arrangements with accommodation providers, activity providers, airlines, cruise lines,
coach companies, transfer operators, shore excursion operators, tour and local guides, and other
independent parties (“Third Party Suppliers”) to provide you with some or all of the components of your
booking. Third Party Suppliers may also engage the services of local operators and sub-contractors.
Although Morocco2u takes all reasonable care in selecting Third Party Suppliers, Morocco2u is unable to
control Third Party Suppliers, does not supervise Third Party Suppliers and therefore cannot be responsible
for their acts or omissions. Any services provided by Third Party Suppliers are subject to the terms and
conditions imposed by these Third Party Suppliers and their liability is limited by their tariffs, conditions of
carriage, tickets and vouchers and international conventions and agreements that govern the provision of
their services. These may limit or exclude liability of the Third Party Supplier. You acknowledge that Third
Party Suppliers operate in compliance with the applicable laws of the countries in which they operate and
Morocco2u does not warrant that any Third Party Supplier is in compliance with the laws of your country of
residence or any other jurisdiction.
18. LIABILITY
Morocco2u are not responsible for any damages, expenses, losses, or claims which are attributable to the
fault of any client, the unforeseeable or unavoidable act or omission of a third party unconnected with the
provision of any services that form any part of the tours, or a force majeure event.
Morocco2u shall have no liability for loss, theft of or damage to baggage or personal effects of Clients while
participating in a tour. Clients should not leave personal belongings unattended in any public areas, on
board any mode of transportation, or elsewhere, and are responsible at all times for their own effects and
belongings. Morocco2u cannot accept responsibility for and in no event shall be liable for loss or damage of
valuables or other articles left in or on facilities used by Morocco2u such as hotels, homestays, vessels,
expedition vehicles, or any other mode of transportation.
In the event that any loss, death, injury or illness is caused by the negligent acts and/or omissions of
Morocco2u or of the third-party suppliers of any services which form part of the Contract then Morocco2u
limits its liability, where applicable by all applicable International Conventions.
19. FORCE MAJEURE
Morocco2u shall not be liable in any way to the client for death, bodily injury, illness, damage, delay or
other loss or detriment to person or property, or financial costs both direct and indirect incurred, or for
Morocco2u Ltd failure to commence, perform and/ or complete any duty owed to the client if such death,
delay, bodily injury (including emotional distress or injury), illness, damage or other loss or detriment to
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person or property is caused by Act of God, war or war like operations, mechanical breakdowns, terrorist
activities or threat thereof, civil commotions, labor difficulties, interference by authorities, political
disturbance, howsoever and where so ever any of the same may arise or be caused, riot, insurrection and
government restraint, fire, extreme weather or any other cause whatsoever beyond the reasonable control
of Morocco2u; or an event which Morocco2u or the supplier of services, even with all due care, could not
foresee.
20. OPTIONAL EXTRAS
“Optional Extras” refers to any activity, transportation, meal, product or service not expressly included in
the Tour itinerary or price of the Tour and do not form part of the Tour. You agree that any assistance given
by Morocco2u’s representative(s) in arranging, selecting, or booking, any Optional Extras is purely at your
request and Morocco2u makes no warranties and expressly disclaims any liability whatsoever arising from
participation in Optional Extras or any information provided by any representative of Morocco2u regarding
any Optional Extras. You release Morocco2u from all claims and causes of action arising from any damages,
loss of enjoyment, inconvenience, or injuries related to or arising from participation in or booking of
Optional Extras.
You acknowledge and agree that any liability for loss, damages, death, personal injury, illness, emotional
distress, mental suffering or psychological injury or loss of or damage to property associated with Optional
Extras is the sole responsibility of the third party providing that service or activity.
21. IMAGES AND MARKETING
The client agrees that while participating in any Morocco2u tour, images, photos or videos may be taken by
other clients and/or Morocco2u representatives or Guides that may contain or feature the client in part or
in whole. The client acknowledges that they consent to any such images, photos and videos being taken
and grants a perpetual, royalty-free, worldwide, irrevocable license to Morocco2u, its affiliates and assigns,
to reproduce for any purpose whatsoever (including marketing and promotions), in any medium
whatsoever, whether currently known or hereinafter devised, without any further obligation to the client
or compensation payable to the client.

END.
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